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Eric Evans has written a fantastic book on how you can make the
design of your software match your mental model of the problem

domain you are addressing.

His book is very compatible with XP. It is not about drawing pictures
of a domain; it is about how you think of it, the language you use to
talk about it, and how you organize your software to reflect your
improving understanding of it. Eric thinks that learning about your
problem domain is as likely to happen at the end of your project as at

the beginning, and so refactoring is a big part of his technique.

The book is a fun read. Eric has lots of interesting stories, and he has
a way with words. I see this book as essential reading for software

developersit is a future classic.

     Ralph Johnson, author of Design Patterns If you dont think you
are getting value from your investment in object-oriented

programming, this book will tell you what youve forgotten to do.

Eric Evans convincingly argues for the importance of domain



modeling as the central focus of development and provides a solid
framework and set of techniques for accomplishing it. This is

timeless wisdom, and will hold up long after the methodologies du
jour have gone out of fashion.

     Dave Collins, author of Designing Object-Oriented User
Interfaces Eric weaves real-world experience modelingand

buildingbusiness applications into a practical, useful book. Written
from the perspective of a trusted practitioner, Erics descriptions of
ubiquitous language, the benefits of sharing models with users,
object life-cycle management, logical and physical application

structuring, and the process and results of deep refactoring are major
contributions to our field.

     Luke Hohmann, author of Beyond Software Architecture "This
book belongs on the shelf of every thoughtful software developer."

--Kent Beck

"What Eric has managed to capture is a part of the design process
that experienced object designers have always used, but that we have
been singularly unsuccessful as a group in conveying to the rest of
the industry. We've given away bits and pieces of this knowledge...but
we've never organized and systematized the principles of building

domain logic. This book is important."

--Kyle Brown, author of Enterprise Java Programming with IBM
WebSphere

The software development community widely acknowledges that
domain modeling is central to software design. Through domain
models, software developers are able to express rich functionality
and translate it into a software implementation that truly serves the
needs of its users. But despite its obvious importance, there are few
practical resources that explain how to incorporate effective domain

modeling into the software development process.
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